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ABSTRACT
It has become increasingly popular to use mobile social networking applications for weight loss and management. Users can not
only create profiles and maintain their records but also perform a
variety of social activities that shatter the barrier to share or seek
information. Due to the open and connected nature, these applications produce massive data that consists of rich weight-related
information which offers immense opportunities for us to enable
advanced research on weight loss. In this paper, we conduct the
initial investigation to understand weight loss with a large-scale
mobile social networking dataset with near 10 million users. In
particular, we study individual and social factors related to weight
loss and reveal a number of interesting findings that help us build
a meaningful model to predict weight loss automatically. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
model and the significance of social factors in weight loss.
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1

INTRODUCTION

It is informed by a recent report from the American Heart Association that over the last 30 years there has been a startling increase
in overweight and obesity in the United Stated across all sections
of age, sex, race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic status, which has led
to an estimated total of 154.7 million adults (≥ 20 years of age) [17].
This is quite alarming because overweight and obesity are leading
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risk factors for cardiovascular disease and stroke [20, 32], which
are the first and fifth [21, 30] leading causes of death in the United
States. Given the importance of maintaining a healthy weight, increasing attention has been attracted from multiple disciplines on
understanding and helping weight loss [15, 27, 39].
With the advance in mobile devices, a growing number of selfhelp mobile applications have been developed for weight management [1, 10]. Some enable their users to report weight-related data
such as weight, sleep and physical activities, and receive feedback
on input [28]; while others help track calorie balance [39] and promote physical activities [12]. Due to the ease of self-monitoring and
flexible access, these mobile applications can enhance the delivery
of interventions that could benefit weight loss [15, 28]. The majority
of such applications focus on individual-level weight management.
On the other hand, social networking systems such as Facebook
and Twitter have greatly enabled people to participate in online
activities and shattered the barrier for online users to create and
share information at any place at any time. Increasing efforts have
been made to incorporate social networking elements into weight
management that encourages the emergence of weight-related mobile social networking applications [18]. With such applications,
in addition to self-monitoring, users can perform a number of social activities that allow them to share and receive information
from other users. This process produces rich weight-related data
that offers unprecedented opportunities for large-scale weight loss
studies.
In this paper, we perform the initial investigation on understanding weight loss with large-scale data from weight-related mobile
social networking applications. Specifically, we aim to answer two
questions - (1) what factors are related to weight loss? and (2) how
to use these factors to help predict weight loss? We have mainly
dedicated our efforts to understanding individual and social factors
related to weight loss to answer the first question. Individual factors
are from users’ attributes such as age, gender and body mass index
(BMI1 ); while social factors are extracted from various types of
social activities such as following, mentioning and commenting.
Our major findings about the two types of factors are summarized
as follows:

1 BMI is a value derived from the mass (weight) and height of an individual from which
we can categorize the person as underweight, normal weight, overweight, or obese.
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• For individual factors, (1) with the increase of age, the
likelihood of successfully losing weight also increases; (2)
females are more likely to lose weight than males; and (3)
the probability of weight loss firstly increases and then
decreases with the growth of BMI.
• For social factors, (1) users active in mobile applications
are likely to lose weight; (2) peer pressure exists in weight
loss; (3) the gender of your “friends” matters; and (4) social
correlations exist in weight loss.
The significance of such understandings is two-fold. First, findings revealed from our study can in turn help build better weight
management mobile applications. Second, social factors can be
greatly complimentary to existing behavioral and psychological
factors [41] since social factors can be relevant and influential in
weight loss [23]. To answer the second question, we build a meaningful framework based on aforementioned understandings that
can automatically predict weight loss. Empirical results on a largescale mobile social networking dataset with near 10million users
demonstrate (a) the effectiveness of the proposed framework and
(b) the importance of social factors in weight loss.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the dataset and present our analysis results. We first
provide a formal definition for the weight loss prediction problem,
followed by our proposed prediction models in Section 3. Details
of our experiments along with their results are given in Section 4.
In Section 5, we discuss related work briefly. Finally, conclusions
are given in Section 6 along with some future research directions.

2

DATA ANALYSIS

In this section, we conduct preliminary analysis with mobile social
networking data aiming to answer the question – what are the important factors that can indicate weight loss. Such understandings
can pave us ways to develop meaningful models for weight loss
prediction. Before presenting the analysis results, we first introduce
the dataset we used in this study.

2.1

Data

We collected a large-scale dataset with near 10 million users from
one of the most popular mobile social apps for weight loss in China,
BOOHEE2 . People can register an account from BOOHEE and then
they can create their profiles, record the weight loss process, and
share information and interact with others. For each user, we gathered information of age, gender and body mass index (BMI) from
her/his profiles. In BOOHEE, users can mainly perform three types
of social activities – (1) they can follow users they are interested
in; (2) they can share their weight loss progress with an option to
mention others in the post; and (3) they can comment on others’
posts. For these three activities, we can build three corresponding
networks – following, mentioning and commenting networks. Note
that although we also crawled post and comment content, we only
use these three networks in this work and would like to exploit content information for weight loss as one future work. Some statistics
of the dataset are shown in Table 1.
Next we introduce notations and definitions used in the work.
Let U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , un } be the set of n users. We use ai and fi to
2 www.boohee.com
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Table 1: Statistics of the dataset.
Description
# of users
Avg of age
Ratio of female
Avg of BMI
# following links
# mentions
# comments

BOOHEE
9,967,290
23.98
0.62
23.74
127,425,354
26,502,741
25,960,524
f

denote ui ’s age and gender, respectively. Meanwhile, bi and bil are
the first and latest reported BMIs of ui , separately. In this work, if
f

bi −bil
f

bi

> µ, we consider that ui loses weight successfully where

µ ∈ (0, 1) is the significance level. We adopt F ∈ Rn×n to denote
the following network where Fi j = 1 if there is a link from ui to u j
and Fi j = 0, otherwise. Similarly, we use M ∈ Rn×n and C ∈ Rn×n
to represent the mention and commenting networks, respectively,
where Mi j (or Ci j ) is the mentioning (or commenting) frequency
from ui to u j . In the following subsections, we will investigate
factors indicating weight loss with respect to user attributes and
social activities.

2.2

Individual Factors

In this subsection, we study individual factors from user attributes
that can indicate the weight loss. Specifically, we analyze the impacts of age, gender and BMI on weight loss.
I1: Does Age Matter? People of different ages may have distinct
motivations to lose weight. For example, young people are more
likely to lose weight to improve their physical appearance, while
senior people are more likely to focus on losing weight for the
purpose of health longevity. Meanwhile, people of different ages will
have different self-discipline ability, which may affect a lot of their
weight loss progress. To analyze the correlation between age and
weight loss, we first divide users into different groups by their ages
and then calculate the ratios of users who successfully lost weights
for each group. The weight loss successful ratios for different age
groups are shown in Figure 1. We make two observations. First,
for each age group, there is a considerable portion of people losing
weights successfully. Not matter in which age group, people all
have motivations to lose weights. Second, with the increase of age,
the successfulness of losing weight tends to increase and people
with age between 35 to 45 have the highest successful ratio.
I2: Gender Difference. It is consistently reported by social sciences that (1) women are more likely to perceive themselves as
overweight than men; and (2) compared to men, women are more
likely to attempt to lose weight [24]. Hence, gender could have
impact on weight loss. We compute the ratios of women and men
who successfully lost weight and the results are demonstrated in
Figure 1. We notice that women have a much higher successful
ratio than men. The observation supports that women are more
likely to lose weight than men.
I3: BMI Patterns. BMI is obtained from mass and height of users.
masskд
massl b
More specifically, BMI =
2 =
2 × 703. BMI has been
heightm

heightin

Successful ratio
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Figure 1: Gender, age, and BMI differences in weight loss.

2.3

Social Factors

Online social activities have been used to help researchers understand a number of health and social issues such as depression [14],
and autism [29]. In this subsection, we aim to understand weight
loss from the social activity perspective. In particular, we want to
investigate social factors from following, mentioning and commenting activities that can affect weight loss.
S1: Are More Active Users More Likely to Lose Weight? We show
how the successful ratios change in terms of the number of followings, the number of mentions and the number of comments in
Figure 2, respectively. The intuition is if you are more active in the
mobile social loss weight system, you could have stronger desire
to lose weight and as a consequence, it can be more likely for you
to lose weight successfully. From the figure, in general, we consistently observe that the successful ratio tends to increase with the
growth of the number of following, mentioning and commenting
activities. Hence, it is evident from the figure that more active users
are more likely to lose weight.

0.7

Successful Ratio

widely adopted to assess how much one’s weight departs from
what is normal or desirable for her/his height. According to BMI,
users can be roughly categorized into the following five groups –
underweight (<18.5), normal (18.5-25), overweight (25-30), moderately obese (30-35) and severely obese (>35). For each group,
we calculate the ratio of users who are considered to lose weight
successfully and the results are demonstrated in Figure 1. We note
that in general, with the increase of BMI, the successful ratio first
increases and then decreases and among the five groups of users,
overweight users are more likely to lose weight. From underweight
to overweight, the successful ratio consistently increases. This observation is desirable. For underweight and normal users, they are
likely to use the mobile social system to maintain their current
weight or to even healthily gain weight; while overweight users
have stronger motivations to lose weight. From moderately obese to
severely obese, the ratio decreases that is consistently with findings
from psychological studies – it becomes increasingly hard to lose
weight for obese users with the growth of BMIs [37].

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

mentioning network
commenting network
following network
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
x 100
Number of activities

Figure 2: Number of activities vs. weight loss. Note that xaxis denotes the number of activities.
S2: Peer Pressure in Weight Loss We tend to worry about what
people who are close to us think about our behaviors and appearance. Such peer pressure has been proven to exist in a variety
of social activities such as drug use [11], education [35] and consuming behaviors [2, 16]. Intuitively, if a remarkable portion of
“friends" (people we have connections to in the following, mentioning and commenting networks) of overweight people are not
overweight, they should have pressure on their weight that can
motivate them to lose weight. To verify the correctness of the intuition, we demonstrate how the likelihood of overweight people to
lose weight changes with respect to the ratios of non-overweight
“friends” in mentioning, or commenting networks respectively in
Figure 3. It can be observed when the ratio of the non-overweight
“friends” grows, people become increasingly likely to lose weight.
S3: Does the Gender of your “Friends" Matter? Since our weight
is a major factor affecting the physical attraction, one intuition is
that due to the cultural norm of heterosexual dating we tend to
care more about what our friends of the opposite sex think about
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Figure 3: Peer pressure in weight loss. Each line corresponds
to a social network.
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Figure 4: The Impact of your “friends” of the opposite gender.

our appearance. We first show how the weight loss successful ratio
changes with the ratio of our “friends” with the opposite sex in
Figure 4 with following, mentioning and commenting networks,
respectively. It can be seen that the successful ratio tend to increase
with the growth of the ratio of “friends” of the opposite gender. This
aligns with one of the conclusions from a study investigating the
effects of gender on eating behaviors in adolescence [3]. We also
check how the successful ratio changes with the ratio of female
(male) “friends” whom followings (mentions or comments) are
given to (received from) and we have similar observations as those
in Figure 4. One possible reason is that female are likely to have
more male friends [36]. In other words, female are likely to give
followings (mentions or comments) to users with the opposite
gender (male).
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Figure 5: Impact of tie strength. Note that x-axis denotes tie
strength and y-axis means the likelihood of the same weight
loss status.
S4: Social Correlations in Weight Loss Social correlations suggested by homophily and social influence have been widely observed in a variety of social networks [38]. We ask if social correlations exist in networks related to weight loss. To answer this
question, we investigate if a linked pair of users in following (mentioning or commenting) networks have higher probability to have
the same weight loss status (i.e., either both successfully lose weight
or neither) than a randomly chosen pair. We follow a similar procedure as [38] to validate social correlations in weight loss that
provides a positive answer to the previous question – linked users
in following (mentioning or commenting) networks are likely to
share the same weight loss status. The connection strength should
affect the likelihood. For example, if user ui mentions user u j more
frequently than uk , intuitively ui is likely to be more similar to u j
than uk in terms of their weight loss statuses. In this study, we directly use the mentioning (or commenting) frequencies to indicate
connection strengths for mentioning and commenting networks.
User attribute similarities are good indicators of tie strengths [42];
hence in the following network, if Fi j = 1, we use the attribute
similarities Si j to denote its tie strength that is calculated as the
cosine similarity in this work. Note that S ∈ Rn×n is the matrix representation of the following network with tie strengths. We show
the impact of connection strengths on the likelihood in Figure 5. It
can be observed that with the growth of connection strengths, the
likelihood increases.

3

WEIGHT LOSS PREDICTION

In reality, the frequencies to report weights could vary dramatically
for different users, hence at one given time stamp, we may only
know the weight loss of a small portion of users. Predicting weight
loss for those unknown users can help us provide useful and timely
interventions and recommendations. Therefore, we study the problem of weight loss prediction in this section. Our findings in the
previous section pave us a way to build an interpretable model to
predict weight loss automatically. Next, we first formally define the
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problem of weight loss prediction and then detail how to utilize
our findings for weight loss prediction.

3.1

Problem Statement

Assume that U l = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u K } (K < n) is a subset of users in
U . For each user ui ∈ U l , we know how much weight this user has
lost, and that is denoted as yi . In this paper, we define the problem
of weight loss prediction as:
n , gender
Given a set of n users U, their attributes of age {ai }i=1
n , height {h }n , the first recorded weight {w }n , the first
{ fi }i=1
i i=1
i i=1
n , the number of recorded weights {r }n , numrecorded BMIs {bi }i=1
i i=1
n ,
ber of days between the first and the last recorded weights {di }i=1
the following F, mentioning M and commenting C networks, and a
K } with known weight loss, we aim to learn
subset of users {U l , {yi }i=1
a function f that can predict how much weight the remaining users
in U will lose.

3.2

The Proposed Framework

Our basic idea is to first extract a set of features to represent each
user ui . Then based on the representations, we boil down the weight
loss prediction problem into a regression problem where we can
choose any regression models such as linear regression and Lasso
for prediction. Therefore, the key problem of the proposed framework is how to extract features to denote users from social information in addition to user attributes such as age, gender, and the first
reported BMI. Next, we introduce two ways for feature extraction
based on our previous findings, i.e., feature engineering and user
embedding with multiple networks.
3.2.1 Feature Engineering. We use feature engineering to extract features according to our findings from social information.
These features are extracted from users’ following, mentioning and
commenting activities as follows:
• From findings in S1, we extract the following features: # of
followings (mentions or comments) giving (or receiving);
• We extract features according to findings in S2 as: ratios
(numbers) of underweight (normal or overweight) users
whom followings (mentions or comments) are given to
(received from); and
• According to observations in S3, we extract features like
ratios (numbers) of female (male or opposite gender) whom
followings (mentions or comments) are given to (received
from).
3.2.2 User Embedding with Multiple Networks. Through our
analysis on following, commenting and mentioning networks, we
find that users, who are linked in the networks, are likely to share
similar weight loss statuses. Assume that ui ∈ Rm E and uj ∈ Rm E
are latent representations of two linked users (ui , u j ), where m E is
the number of latent dimensions. The finding suggests that their
latent representations ui and uj should be similar. This observation
allows us to develop an algorithm that can learn the user repren automatically from the following, commenting
sentations {ui }i=1
and mentioning networks. Next we will first use the following network F as an example to illustrate how to learn representations of
users from each network, and then we discuss how to learn unified
representations of users by combing three networks.
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If ui and u j are linked in the following network (or Fi j = 1), we
should force their latent representations to be close by minimizing
their distance kui − uj k22 . This process is equivalent to performing
the spectral embedding on F [7]. Let D ∈ Rn×n be a diagonal matrix
P
where Dii = nj=1 Fi j . We define the normalized graph Laplacian
matrix as L = D−1/2 FD−1/2 ; and use U = [u1 , u2 , . . . , un ]> ∈
Rn×m to denote the representation matrix of all users. Then U
can be learnt from the following network by solving the following
optimization problem as:
max Tr (UT LU), s.t . UT U = I

(1)

U

where Tr (A) is the trace of the matrix of A. Next, we discuss how
to learn a unified representation matrix U∗ ∈ Rn×m E from three
networks M, C, F.
Let S (v ) denote the network v (v ∈ {M, C, F}) and its normal−1/2
−1/2
ized graph Laplacian matrix is L (v ) = D (v ) S (v ) D (v ) . We use
U (v ) ∈ Rn×m E to denote the user latent representation matrix from
the network v. Since the three user representations from three networks denote the same set of users, intuitively, they should be close
to the unified representation matrix U∗ . We use the disagreement
measurement proposed in [22] to calculate the distance between
U (v ) and U∗ as:
T

T

D(U (v ) , U∗ ) = −Tr (U (v ) U (v ) U (∗) U (∗) )

(2)

Combining Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), we can reach the optimization
formulation to obtain U (v ) (v ∈ {M, C, F}) and the unified representation matrix of users U∗ as follows:
X
T
max
Tr (U (v ) L (v ) U (v ) )
U (v ) ,U∗ v ∈ {M,C, F }

T

X

+

T

λv Tr (U (v ) U (v ) U (∗) U (∗) )

v ∈ {M,C, F }
T

T

s.t . U (v ) U (v ) = I ∀v ∈ {M, C, F }, U (∗) U (∗) = I

(3)

where λv is introduced to control the contribution from the network
v in the unified representation of U∗ .
The unified representation of users U (∗) is general, which may
be not optimal for the problem of weight loss prediction. In the
studied problem, we assume that the weight loss of some users
are given, which can be used to guide the learning process of U (∗)
for weight loss prediction. We propose the following optimization
formulation to include the information of labeled users as:
X
T
max
tr (U (v ) L (v ) U (v ) )
w,U (v ) ,U∗ v ∈ {M,C, F }

T

X

+

T

λv tr (U (v ) U (v ) U (∗) U (∗) )

v ∈ {M,C, F }

− α ||S
s.t .

T

(4)

(U (∗) w − y)||F2 − β ||w||22
T

U (v ) U (v ) = I ∀v ∈ {M, C, F }, U (∗) U (∗) = I

where S = [s 1 , s 2 , · · · , sn ]T ∈ Rn×1 is the indicator vector that
si = 1 if ui ∈ Ul , otherwise si = 0. y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yn ]T and yi is
the weight loss for user ui . The term ||S (U (∗) w − y)||F2 forces
that the unified representation U (∗) can fit the label information
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y via a mapping vector w ∈ Rm E . α controls the contribution of
the label information in the learning process. The term of ||w||22 is
used to avoid overfitting.
We use Alternating Direction Method of Multiplier (ADMM) [9]
to optimize Eq. (4). Adding the auxiliary variable U (∗) = Z, the
original objective function can be rewritten as:
X
T
min −
tr (U (v ) L (v ) U (v ) )
w,U (v ) ,U (∗)

T

(5)

v ∈ {M,C, F }

(Zw − y)||F2

+ α ||S
T

+ β ||w||22

T

U (v ) U (v ) =I ∀v ∈ {M, C, F }, U (∗) U (∗) = I, U (∗) = Z

By adding the Lagrange multiplier A and the Lagrangian parameter µ, the Eq.(5) can be solved by using the following ADMM
format:
X
T
min
−
tr (U (v ) L (v ) U (v ) )
w,A,Z,U (v ) ,U (∗)

Z

(Zw − y)||F2

we rewrite the Eq.(10) as:
− tr (ZT MZ)

(11)
µ
||Z − U (∗) ||F2 + tr (AT (Z − U (∗) ))
2
Again, by expanding Eq.(11) and dropping the terms that are
independent of Z, we have
min tr (αST

(wT ZT Zw − 2yT Zw) − ZT MZ

(12)
µ T
(Z Z + 2ZT U (∗) ) + AT Z)
2
The Eq.(12) can be solved by using gradient decent method as
follows:
µ
1
∇Z = α ((S Zw)wT − S ywT ) − MZ + (Z + U (∗) ) + A
2
2
Z = Z − γ ∇Z
+

(13)

v ∈ {M,C, F }
T

Algorithm 1: User Embedding with Multiple Networks

λv tr (U (v ) U (v ) ZZT )

X

−

v ∈ {M,C, F }

+ α ||S (Zw − y)||F2 + β ||w||22
µ
+ ||Z − U (∗) ||F2 + tr (AT (Z − U (∗) ))
2
s.t .

U

(v )T

U

(v )

= I ∀v ∈ {M, C, F }, U

1

(∗)T

U

(∗)

=I
(6)

Update U (∗) : To update U (∗) , we fix other terms that are irrelevant and drop the constant ones. Eq.(6) becomes:
µ
||Z − U (∗) ||F2 + tr (AT (Z − U (∗) ))
2

min
∗
U

s.t .

T

U (∗) U (∗) = I

min
∗

µ (∗)
||U − H||F2 , s.t .
2

2
4
5
6
7
8

(7)

By expanding the expression and dropping the variables that are
independent of U∗ , we further convert Eq.(6) to the following:
U

(v ) U (v )T ,

+

Z

λv tr (U (v ) U (v ) ZZT )

X

v ∈ {M,C, F } λv U

P

min α ||S

v ∈ {M,C, F }

−

s.t .

Let M =

T

U (∗) U (∗) = I

9
10
11

(8)

12
13

Input: L (v ) ∈ Rn×n (v ∈ {M, C, F}), y ∈ Rn×1 , S ∈ Rn×1 , k,λv ,
γ
Output: U (∗)
Initialize: µ = 1
Initialize U (v ) ,U (∗) , Z and A and w randomly
repeat
Calculate H = Z + µ1 A
Update U (∗) by applying Lemma 8
P
T
Calculate M = v ∈ {M,C, F } λv U (v ) U (v )
Calculate
µ
∇Z = α ((S Zw)wT − S YwT ) − MZ + 2 (Z + U (∗) ) + 12 A
Update Z by using gradient decent as Eq.(13)
Calculate the largest k eigenvectors of (L (v ) + λv ZZT )
Update U (v ) by combining the k eigenvectors
Update w by gradient decent as Eq. (17)
Update A using the Eq. (18)
until convergence

where H = Z + µ1 A. Then the optimization can be solved by the
following lemma [40][19]:
lemma 1: Given the objective in Eq.(8), the optimal U (∗) is defined
as:

Update U (v ) : We fix the other terms except U (v ) and drop the
irrelevant terms, then Eq.(6) becomes:

U∗ = PQT

max tr (U (v ) L (v ) U (v ) ) + λv tr (U (v ) U (v ) ZZT )

where P, Q are the left and right singular vectors of the economic
singular value decomposition of H
Update Z: Similar to previous procedure, after dropping the
terms that are irrelevant to Z, we convert Eq.(6) to the following
problem:
X
T
min −
λv tr (U (v ) U (v ) ZZT ) + α ||S (Zw − y)||F2
Z

v ∈ {M,C, F }

µ
+ ||Z − U (∗) ||F2 + tr (AT (Z − U (∗) ))
2

T

(9)

(10)

T

U (v )

s.t .

T

U (v ) U (v ) = I

(14)

By utilizing the trace properties, Eq.(14) can be rewrote as the
following form:
T

T

T

max tr (U (v ) (L (v ) + λv ZZT )U (v ) ), s.t . U (v ) U (v ) = I (15)
(v )
U

Eq.(15) is the standard spectral cluster objective function regarding the (L (v ) + λv ZZT ) as the Laplacian matrix. The solution can
be given by the k largest eigenvectors of (L (v ) + λv ZZT ) [7].
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Update w: By fixing other terms and dropping those who are
independent of w, we get
min α ||S
w

(Zw − Y)||F2 + β ||w||22

∇w = ZT (S

Zw) − ZT (S

Y) +

w = w − γ ∇w

β
w
α

learned by solving the following optimization problem:
X
min
||(1 − θ )UiF wF + θ UEi wE − yi ||22
wF,wE

(16)

We use the gradient decent method to solve Eq.(16)
(17)

+ϕ

A = A + µ (Z − U )

at cost of O(nm E ) and O(n(m E ) 2 ), respectively. For updating Z,
calculating ∇Z will cost O(n 2m E ) in each gradient decent iteration.
Assuming c z iterations are needed for the gradient decent method,
the total time complexity will be O(c z n2m E ). Similarly, to update
w, ∇w will be calculated at cost of O(nm E ). Assuming cw iterations
are needed, then time complexity for updating w will be O(cw nm E ).
For updating U (v ) , the first cost is the computing L (v ) + λv ZZT ,
whose complexity is O(n 2m E ). Then to get the largest m E eigenvectors, O(n 2m E ) is needed. Thus, the overall time complexity is
O(n(m E ) 2 + n2m E ) for each iteration in the algorithm.

3.3

Predicting Weight Loss

In addition to user attributes, we use (1) feature engineering to
manually extract a set of m F features according to our findings to
represent users from social information, denoted as UiF ∈ Rm F for
ui ; and (2) user embedding to learn the representations of users
automatically from social information, indicated as UE ∈ Rm E
for ui where m E is the number of latent dimensions. For each
type of features, we can apply a regression model for prediction.
However, these two types of features may contain complementary
information to each other. Hence, a better strategy is to combine
them. Next we will use combining UiF and UE as an example to
illustrate our strategy.
We assume that the weight loss of ui can be computed as: yi =
(1 − θ )UiF wF + θ UEi wE , where wF and wE are feature coefficients
for UiF and UiE , respectively. θ is the parameter controlling the
relative importance of the two categories of features. Larger value
of θ indicates more importance on U (E ) . Then wF and wE can be

u i ∈U l
||wF ||1

+ ϕ E ||wE ||1

(19)

min ||θ UE wE − (y − (1 − θ )UF wF )||22 + ϕ E ||wE ||1
wE

min ||(1 − θ )UF wF − (y − θ UE wE )||22 + ϕ F ||wF ||1

(18)

The detailed algorithm to optimize Eq.(5) is shown in Algorithm 1.
Here we briefly introduce the algorithm. In line 2, we randomly
initialize each matrix. From line 5 to line 12, we use ADMM to alternatively update U (v ) ,U (∗) , Z, w and A until convergence. Specifically, in line 5, we construct the H matrix, which is used to update
U (∗) according to Lemma 8. From line 7 to line 8, we update Z using
the gradient decent method. The matrix U (v ) is updated in lines 9
and 10 by computing the eigenvectors of the corresponding revised
Laplacian matrix. At last we update w and A according to Eq. (17)
and Eq. (18), repectively.
Time complexity analysis: The computation cost for updating U (∗) involves computing H = Z + µ1 A and SVD on H. They are

F

we apply `1 -norm on wF and wE to embed feature selection into
the regression model, which can help eliminate irrelevant features
into the learning process. Eq.(19) can be solved by updating wE and
wF alternatively. Each subproblem is a standard lasso regression
problem as follows:

Update A: Finally, we update the Lagrange multiplier A as follows:
∗
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wF

4

(20)

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct experiments to verify (a) whether social
information can help us predict weight loss better and (b) what are
the important factors in weight loss prediction. We first introduce
experimental settings, then assess the performance of weight loss
prediction and finally study parameter sensitivity and the importance of factors.

4.1

Experimental Settings

We construct a dataset for this evaluation from that used in the data
analysis section by filtering these users with less than 10 links in the
following networks and less than 30 interactions in the commenting
and mentioning networks. We divide the dataset into two parts – A
containing 30% of the dataset and B containing the remaining 70%.
In reality, at a given time stamp, the percent of users who reported
their weights is very small. Therefore, we randomly choose x% of
A as labeled for training and the remaining 1 − x% of A is used
as unlabeled data for feature extraction. While the part B is fixed
for testing. We vary x as {5, 15, 25, 35, 45} in the evaluation. For
each x, we repeat the experiments 10 times and report the average
performance. We choose root-mean-square error (RMSE) as the
measurement for the model performance. Lower RMSE indicates
better prediction performance.

4.2

Performance of Weight Loss Prediction

To answer the question (a), we systematically investigate how different features affect the weight loss prediction performance. For
one type of features, we choose the lasso regression for prediction;
while we choose the strategy we discussed in the last section when
combining multiple types of features. The comparison settings are
below:
• wLoss+A: we only use the user attributes as features for
prediction;
• wLoss+M, wLoss+C, wLoss+S: The features consist of
the embedding obtained from a single network information.
In particular, wLoss+M, wLoss+C, and wLoss+S denote
embedding features from mentioning, commenting and
following networks, separately;
• wLoss+F, wLoss+E: The features are extracted from multiple networks. wLoss+F and wLoss+E denote features from
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Figure 6: Performance comparison for weight loss prediction.

Note that the parameters of all methods are selected as these
achieving the best performance on the validation set. More details
about the parameter selection of the proposed model are discussed
in the following subsections. Note that, we also can choose other
regression models instead of lasso regression and we will leave that
investigation as one future work. The results are shown in Figure 6.
It can be observed:
• wLoss+E obtains much better performance than wLoss+M,
wLoss+C, wLoss+S. These results suggest that embedding
from multiple networks is better than that from each individual in weight loss prediction;
• wLoss+E+A and wLoss+F+A achieves better performance
than wLoss+A. These results suggest that social information contains complementary information to user attributes for weight loss prediction.
• Most of the time, wLoss+E+F+A gains performance improvement than both wLoss+E+A and wLoss+F+A. This
observation supports that feature engineering and user
embedding provide complementary information to each
other. Further experiments will be conducted to investigate
the impact of feature engineering and user embedding on
weight loss prediction in the following subsection.
We perform t-test on all comparisons that suggests the improvement is significant. Based on above observations, we can draw an
answer to question (a) that social factors play an important role in
weight loss prediction.

RMSE

multiple networks via feature engineering and user embedding, respectively;
• wLoss+F+A: It combines features from user attributes and
social information via feature engineering;
• wLoss+E+A: It combines features from user attributes and
social information via user embedding; and
• wLoss+E+F+A: It combines features from user attributes,
and social information via feature engineering and user
embedding.

4.34
4.33
4.32
4.31
4.30
4.29
4.28
4.27
4.26 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Θ

Figure 7: Performance variance with respect to θ .

4.3

Feature Engineering vs User Embedding

In this work, we proposed two ways to extract features from social
information. One way is to manually extract features according to
the findings from our preliminary data analysis via feature engineering. The other way is to learn the user representations automatically
via user embedding. In the last subsections, when we combine them
together, we can achieve better performance than each individual,
which suggests that they contain complementary information. In
this subsection, we further study the contributions of these two
ways to the weight loss prediction performance.
Recall the strategy we combine two sets of features as yi =
(1 − θ )UiF wF + θ UEi wE , where θ balances the contributions from
feature engineering and user embedding. We give more weights
to user embedding when we choose larger values of θ . Hence, we
study the impact of features from feature engineering and use
embedding on weight loss prediction via showing how the weight
loss prediction performance changes with θ . We vary θ from 0
to 1 with one step of 0.1. The results with 5% of training data is
demonstrated in Figure 7. Note that we do not show the results
with other settings since we have similar observations.
In general, with the increase of θ from 0, the performance first
increases that further supports the importance of features from user
embedding; at a certain region, the performance is quite stable that
eases the difficulty to choose θ in practice; and when we further
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increase θ , the performance reduces. These results suggest that (1)
both features from feature engineering and user embedding are useful for weight loss prediction and (2) they contain complementary
information and an appropriate combination of them can improve
the weight loss prediction performance.

4.4

Feature Analysis

We explicitly extract two groups of features via feature engineering.
One group is from user attributes and the other is from social information. We concatenate these two groups of features into one set
and perform lasso regression to learn the coefficient weights of features, which can indicate the importance of features. Therefore, we
can study the importance of features via these coefficient weights.
We rank features by the absolute values of the t-statistic for model
parameters and the top 8 ranked features are shown below:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

BMI;
Number of mentions received from other users;
Initial weight;
Number of comments giving to normal weight users;
Number of followings from the opposite gender users;
Ratio of followings from the overweight users;
Number of comments received from other users;
Number of followings giving to overweight users;

Among the top 8 features, 6 of them are from social information
mainly related to peer pressure, and gender of “friends”. These
results not only suggest the importance of social information but
also indicate the necessity to study social factors with mobile social
networking data.

5

RELATED WORK

In this section, we first give a brief overview on existing weight loss
and management research. Since our model is related to collective
classification on networks, we will also briefly review existing
collective classification methods.

5.1

Weight Loss

An increasing number of weight-related mobile applications have
been built [1, 10] for self-monitoring [28], tracking calorie balance [39] and promoting physical activities [12]. Studies have
shown that these mobile applications can enhance the delivery of
interventions that could benefit weight loss and controlling [15, 28].
Meanwhile there are online forums designed to allow users to discuss topics about weight loss. Some studied weight loss from the
perspective of medical and psychological domains [5, 13]; some
performed content analysis to understand the behavior of users
who want to lose weight [27]; while others mine health application
data to find more and less successful weight loss subgroups [34].
We conducted the initial study to understand individual and social
factors in weight loss with a large-scale mobile social networking
data.

5.2

Collective Classification on Networks

Many real-world problems can be modeled as the node classification problem in networks, which aims to predict labels of unlabeled nodes in a network by giving the network with some labeled
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users [33]. According to [8], these algorithms can be mainly divided
into local classifier methods and random walk based methods. Local classifier based methods use local neighborhood information to
learn local classifiers. Iterative classification methods (or ICA) [31]
and its variants [25] construct feature vectors for nodes from the
information known about them and their neighborhood. These
feature vectors are then used along with labeled users to build a
local classifier. Weighted-vote relational neighbor (wvRN) takes a
weighted average of the class probabilities in the neighborhood
for classification [26]. Random walk based methods propagate the
labels by performing random walks on the network such as label
propagation [4, 44], graph regularization [43] and adsorption [6].
Our proposed model is closely related to these in [26, 43, 44].

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the individual and social factors related
to weight loss. First, we performed an initial investigation to understand weight loss with large-scale data from the weight related
mobile social networking application BOOHEE, which is one of the
most popular applications of its kind in China. Our aim was twofold: firstly to discover what factors are related to weight loss, and
then to harness these factors into a weight loss prediction model.
In answering what factors are related to weight loss we focused
on extracting two types of factors, individual and social, and these
factors were later used to construct a meaningful model to predict
weight loss automatically. Empirical results on this large-scale data
with near 10 million users have demonstrated not only the effectiveness of our framework, but also just as important, the significance
social factors are in weight loss.
There are several directions that could be taken next for further
investigation with large-scale mobile social networking application
data. First, we plan to focus our attention more on the social factors,
as the individual factors, such as behavioral and psychological, have
been previously studied [41], and our results have shown that social
factors do indeed play a critical role in determining one’s success
in weight loss. Another avenue that could be quite interesting to
explore is the inclusion of time into our prediction model. Third,
content is also available in mobile social networking data and we
would like to incorporate content analysis into our weight loss
understanding and prediction. Finally, it would be interesting to use
our findings to provide timely interventions and recommendations
in weight management and control.
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